DAY OF THE WADA TEST
Your doctor will meet with you and answer any last minute questions. Your child will:
Put on a hospital gown Enter an X-ray room Lie down on a firm bed
Numbing Medicine
Your doctor gives your child a small shot of numbing medicine on the top part of the leg (called the groin). Your child may feel slight pressure and a sting, but it only lasts a few seconds. Most children say that this doesn't hurt.
Placing the Catheter
When the groin is numb, the doctor makes a small incision and places a tiny, flexible tube (catheter) into the artery.
The doctor gently guides the catheter into the arteries. A television-like screen called fluoroscopy shows us where the catheter is going. When the catheter reaches the right artery, we give the first medicine. This medicine goes into the catheter and flows into your arteries. We can then see the arteries on the fluoroscopy screen. Your child may have a warm feeling for about 10 to 20 seconds.
At the same time, there might be a loud clicking sound. This is the x-ray machine taking pictures of the medicine as it flows in the arteries. It is very important to lie very still at this time.
During the Wada Test

Right & Left Sides of Brain
The brain is divided into the right and left side. Each side controls the opposite side of the body. Right side of brain controls left side of body. Left side of brain controls right side of body.
Medicine
The first medicine only goes to one side of your brain. This side of the brain will fall asleep. This causes the opposite side of the body to fall asleep. The non-medicine side stays awake and you stay awake too You cannot move your arms or legs on the sleeping side until the medicine wears off. If this side of the brain controls speech, you may not be able to talk. This weakness is temporary, usually lasting only 5 to 15 minutes. During this time, when the arm and leg are asleep, we ask simple questions. 
Testing Memory:
Later in the test, we ask the child to name the objects shown at the beginning of the test.
Sometimes we test only one side of the brain. Sometimes we need to wait a few minutes for the arm and leg to wake up, and then test the other side. We use hand and arm strength to measure how sleepy your child has become.
HOW LONG DOES WADA TEST TAKE?
You can expect your child to stay on the X-ray table for 1 to 2 hours. The picture-taking process can be as little as 15 minutes.
After Wada Test
There are no Stitches. We remove the catheter We press on the catheter site for 10 to 15 minutes. We cover the site with a small bandage.
Inpatient
Your child returns to the hospital room by stretcher. It is very important to lie flat during this time. This keeps the catheter site from bleeding. Your child will need to keep their legs straight with no bending. We help your child do this. For the next few hours your nurse will:
Check your child's blood pressure and pulse Look at the bandage. Bring your child something to eat and drink if they are hungry
Outpatient
You stay in the recovery area of the Radiology Department for about 4 to 5 hours. Your child must lie flat during this time: this is very important! This keeps the catheter site from bleeding. Your child will need to keep their legs straight with no bending. We help you do this.
For the next few hours your nurse will:
Going Home
If your child continues to do well, you will be sent home. A nurse will explain what to do at home and will give you written instructions for home care.
After the test, the catheter site may be tender and bruised. You may apply ice packs and elevate your child's leg with a pillow to ease any pain. Always tell the nurse or doctor immediately of any pain or unusual feelings or concerns.
Test Results
The result of the test will be sent to your doctor. Please check with your doctor for a time to discuss the results. Information from the WADA test helps us decide on the best type of surgery. 
No Driving Home for Teens
